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A model of photoemission from cesium antimonide �Cs3Sb� that does not rely on adjustable
parameters is proposed and compared to the experimental data of Spicer �Phys. Rev. 112, 114
�1958�� and Taft and Philipp �Phys. Rev. 115, 1583 �1959��. It relies on the following components
for the evaluation of all relevant parameters: �i� a multidimensional evaluation of the escape
probability from a step-function surface barrier, �ii� scattering rates determined using a recently
developed alpha-semiconductor model, and �iii� evaluation of the complex refractive index using a
harmonic oscillator model for the evaluation of reflectivity and extinction coefficient. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2967826�

INTRODUCTION

Cesium-based photocathodes using a dispenser architec-
ture are sought for high average power free electron lasers
�FELs�1–3 as they exhibit good quantum efficiency �QE� at
wavelengths that should not unduly burden existing drive
lasers for pulse durations and repetitions characteristic of
high average current. Photocathodes may represent the only
electron source able to meet the performance requirements
�in terms of current and emittance� of FELs; yet, modern
accelerator environments4,5 are known to be damaging to the
cesiated surfaces of high QE photocathodes. Thus, the dis-
penser architecture6 is under investigation to determine how
well the surface can be rejuvenated after degradation.5,7–9 As
part of the program to develop a controlled porosity dis-
penser photocathode, a predictive theoretical model of pho-
toelectron emission from the surface is required. In addition,
the theoretical photoemission model �as was true with its
metal and coated metal predecessors8,10� must be amenable
to incorporation into advanced beam simulation codes that
model vacuum electronic devices and the dynamic evolution
of bunched electron beams,11–13 and such requirements make
constraints on the complexity of the numerical evaluations
implicit in the application of the emission model. This work
will describe the development of the emission theory and its
numerical realization.

The proposed theory is to be contrasted with Spicer’s
three-step model,14–16 which is a widely used description of
photoemission used to characterize both semiconductors17,18

and metals19 �see, also, the theory developed by Kane20� The
alkali-antimonide surfaces are semiconductors exhibiting
high QE14,21,22� and have been characterized using the Spicer
model, in which parameters associated with the escape prob-
ability and the absorption coefficient are adjusted to conform

with experimental data. In contrast, the model to be devel-
oped here differs in regard to its effort to eliminate adjustable
parameters by relying on physical models of the underlying
processes. Its foundation, as well as its success in predicting
the QE from bare and coated metals8,10 and photoemission
emittance,23 has been treated elsewhere. In contrast to met-
als, semiconductors exhibit additional complexity, such as
band bending, the inclusion of phonon and impurity scatter-
ing mechanisms,24,25 electron effective mass, and other diffi-
culties. The present work therefore seeks to account for some
of these issues by augmenting the framework of the model
previously developed for cesiated surfaces but again with the
intent of minimizing a reliance on parameters deduced from
fits to data; other issues, such as band bending due to high
field, are not presently treated in the weak field limit we
consider.

There are three processes to be addressed. First, the es-
cape probability for low electron affinity surfaces is not a
step function in energy as frequently assumed. Second, the
energy-dependent scattering rates figuring prominently in the
function governing electron transport to the surface require
specification. Finally, the reflectivity and laser penetration
depth determined from the complex refractive index are the
last factors influencing the quantum yield. In what follows,
each of these processes will be accounted for using funda-
mental models of the underlying processes to reduce the de-
pendence of the theoretical predictions on ad hoc parameters
and allow the model to be predictive. The formulation is
applied to the special case of cesium antimonide �Cs3Sb�
because of its centrality in our investigation to determine if
depleted cesium can be rejuvenated by a dispensation of ad-
ditional cesium analogous to the process utilized by conven-
tional dispenser cathodes.1,5,9 In a separate work, the impact
of a finite layer thickness instead of the bulk �infinite thick-
ness� conditions treated here shall be considered.
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REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA USING THE
SPICER THREE-STEP MODEL

The experimental data for the quantum yield of Cs3Sb
obtained by both Spicer14 and separately by Taft and
Philipp26 are shown in Fig. 1 alongside fits based on the
three-step model �Eq. �6� of Ref. 14� parametrically repre-
sented as

QE �
B

1 + g�E − V0�−p , �1�

where B and g are constant and V0=Eg+Ea, where Eg is the
band gap and Ea is the electron affinity. The simple form of
Eq. �1� is based on the presumption that the probability of
emission �in Spicer’s notation� is given by

P�x,��� = G����e−�x � Be−�x, �2�

where x is the depth into the crystal from the surface, � is the
inverse escape depth,16 and the function G as shall be seen
below owes its origins to the quantum mechanical transmis-
sion probability of photoexcited electrons. The power p on
�E−V0� is an empirically determined relation found to be p
=3 /2 �though Eckart27 gave a value of p=1.4 from PbS stud-
ies� in separate studies. Equation �1� is a successful semi-
empirical approach, and the methodology and theory from
which it is obtained is widely used �e.g., Refs. 19 and 28–
32�.

The least-squares extraction of the B, g, and V0 param-
eters are given in Table I and show small departures from the
values given by Spicer or Taft and Philipp. In Table I, the

value of p was not varied from 1.5 �we note in passing that
for Spicer’s data, the least-squares values if p is allowed to
vary are B=0.176, g=0.604, p=1.72, and V0=2.00�. Some
difference with the values found by Spicer may be due to the
neglect of experimental data above 4 eV, where electron
scattering with valence electrons reduces the QE,21 and oth-
ers due to the methods used to find the least-squares esti-
mates of the parameters, but the differences are not signifi-
cant. Given that the accepted value of the band gap for Cs3Sb
is Eg=1.6 eV, the estimate of electron affinity Ea using Eq.
�1� and Table I is here found to be 0.438 eV for Spicer’s data
�compare to Spicer’s finding of 0.45 eV� and 0.276 eV for
Taft and Philipp’s data �compare to their finding of
0.4�1 eV�. The differences between Taft and Philipp’s val-
ues of B and g compared to Spicer’s are more striking
�though the ratio B /g, interpreted as the slope of QE with
respect to energy when the photon energy is at threshold, is
similar� and does not have a ready explanation as long as the
photoemission theory relies on fitted parameters. The elec-
tron affinity Ea, though an “input” parameter, is subject to
variation due to possible differences in composition.33 Esti-
mates of Ea are made based on the assumption that the quan-
tum mechanical transmission probability for the electron af-
finity barrier is a step function in energy �the approximation
used in the derivation of the Richardson equation for thermi-
onic emission34�. When that approximation is not used �see,
for example, Ref. 28�, as shown below, the estimates Ea

based on QE measurements are smaller. We now turn to a
theoretical analysis that provides a photoemission model not
dependent on fitted parameters but rather on models of the
underlying phenomena.

THE PHOTOEMISSION MODEL

The evaluation of QE for p-type semiconductors such as
Cs3Sb shall be estimated using a ratio of moments terms as
done in Eq. �43� of Ref. 10, except that the initial absence of
electrons in the conduction band for a p-type semiconductor
modifies the distribution functions for the electrons. As de-
duced from Eq. �43� in Ref. 10, the current density for the
photoexcited electrons is given by

J� =
2qm

�2�3 �1 − R����I0

��
Ea

��−Eg

E��
��E�

1

xf��x,E�D�Ex2�dx�dE , �3�

where E is the total energy of the photoexcited electron mea-
sured with respect to the bottom of the conduction band; x
=cos�	� where 	 is the polar angle measured with respect to
the normal to the surface; ��, Eg, and Ea are the energy of
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FIT = B/[1+ g*y(E)]
y(E) = 1.0/(E - Vo)^3/2
Term Taft Spicer
B 0.397 0.1863
g 1.701 0.6992
Vo 1.876 2.038

FIG. 1. �Color online� The experimental yield �QE� data of Spicer �solid
circle� and Taft and Philipp �open square� compared to a least-squares fit:
Least-squares values differ slightly from those reported by Spicer and Taft
and Philipp.

TABLE I. Least-squares fits of three-step model Parameters of Eq. �1� to the Cs3Sb data of Spicer �Ref. 14� and
Taft and Philipp �Ref. 26�.

Parameter B g p V0 B /g

Spicer 0.1863 0.6992 1.5 2.038 0.2664
Taft and Philipp 0.397 1.701 1.5 1.876 0.2334
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the incident photon, the band gap, and the electron affinity,
respectively; ��E�=	Ea /E; q is the elementary charge and m
is the effective mass; R��� is the reflectivity of the surface; I0

is the incident laser intensity; and D�E� is the transmission
probability for an electron incident on a barrier of height Ea.
Temperature and field dependence are implicit in f� and
D�E�. The scattering factor f� accounts for the probability an
electron will suffer a collision on its path to the surface, and
is given by

f��x,E� =
x

x + p�E�
,

�4�

p�E� =
m
����

�k�E���E�
,

where p�E� is recognized as the ratio between the laser pen-
etration depth 
 and the distance an electron travels between
collisions, i.e., the product of its velocity and the scattering
time. QE is then the ratio of J� with the maximum current
density, defined by a formula similar to Eq. �3� but in which
the transmission probability and scattering factor are unity,
and the energy integration lower bound is 0, or

Jmax = 2
2qm

�2�3 I0�
0

��−Eg

E��
0

1

xdx�dE =
mq

�2�3�2I0, �5�

where �
��−Eg is the difference between the photon en-
ergy and the band gap. A coefficient of 2 accounts for elec-
trons being able to travel in any direction, not just the for-
ward direction. QE is then given by the ratio QE=J� /Jmax.
The program for its evaluation is to evaluate the transmission
probability, relaxation time, laser penetration depth, and re-
flectivity: Each of these shall be considered based on repre-
sentative models.

Before proceeding to do so, a convenient approximation,
as observed by Fowler,35 is obtained by replacing D�Ex2�

�D�E�; it functions reasonably well for metals and is the
basis for the Fowler–Dubridge model. Using this approxima-
tion for semiconductors gives

QE0 =
1

2
�1 − R�����

Ea

��−Eg

ED�E�F��	 E

Ea
�dE

=
1

2
�1 − R����G��	 �

Ea
� , �6�

where the introduced functions F��y� and G��y� are defined
by

F��y� = �
y

1

xf��x,Eay2�dx

=
1

2y2 �1 − y��2yp�E� − y − 1�

+ p�E�2 ln�y� 1 + p�E�
1 + yp�E��� ,

�7�

G��y� =
8

y4�
1

y

x3F��x�dx .

The quantity �QE
QE−QE0 therefore is an indication of
the extent to which the one-dimensional approach of Eq. �6�
overestimates the QE for semiconductors as calculated using
a moments-based approach described in Ref. 10: Given that
QE0 is numerically easier to evaluate than QE, it represents a
perhaps more useful first estimate of the QE of Cs3Sb.

Transmission probability

Triangular-barrier model
The �one-dimensional� transmission probability for a

triangular-barrier potential of height Ea and field F, familiar
from the Fowler–Nordheim equation of field emission, is
given by �from Eq. �10� of Ref. 36—though compare Eq.
�23� of Ref. 37�

D��E� =
4	EE − Ea+

�2	EE − Ea+ + �E − Ea+ + E��e	�E� −
1

4
�1 − e−	�E���� , �8�

where

	�E� = � 0, E  Ea

2

�F
	2m�Ea − E�3, E � Ea, �

E − Ea+ 
 ��E − Ea�2 + �F�1/2, �9�

�F 
 �p0
2�2F2/2m�2/3,

where in the notation following Ref. 38 F is the product of
electric field and unit charge, and p0=0.516 97. Observe that

exp�	�E��103 for E�Ea− �6.91�2F2 /2m�1/3. For typical
fields, e.g., 1 MV /m, tunneling �that is, D��E�Ea�� is sig-
nificant only for Ea−E�1 /80 eV, and therefore, the zero-
field limit of Eq. �8� can be used in comparison to experi-
mental data of Spicer and Taft and Philipp, for which

lim
F→0

D��E  Ea� =
4	E�E − Ea�

�	�E − Ea� + 	E�2
. �10�

Representative cases are shown in Fig. 2, where energy is
measured with respect to the bottom of the conduction band
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�rather than the top of the valence band�. If, however, condi-
tions were such that the field is 100 MV /m �for comparison,
contemporary SRF guns use a gradient of 20 MV /m and
future ones may use 50 MV /m,4 and the on-axis field of the
SPARC injector39 and the FERMI S-band photoinjector40 is
120 MV /m� then the range over which a tunneling current
can contribute increases to 1 /4 eV from the barrier maxi-
mum, comparable in size to, for example, the electron affin-
ity of Cs3Sb, and would necessitate the usage of Eq. �8� in
Eq. �4�.

Electron affinity

The approximation in the three-step model of Spicer that
the transmission probability is a step function in energy
rather than of the form of Eq. �10� has consequences in the
choice of the electron affinity, as shown in Fig. 3. This can
be seen most readily by considering Eq. �6�. Let the electron
affinity predicted from QE data under the step-function
transmission probability approximation be designated E

a
* and

that predicted using Eq. �10� be designated Ea. Then the
equation for QE0 indicates that the �numerical� solution of

�
Ea

�

ED��E�F��	 E

Ea
�dE = �

E
a
*

�

EF��	 E

Ea
�dE �11�

is the leading order approximation for Ea. We find if E
a
*

=0.438 eV �the Table I Spicer value�, then Ea=0.3033 eV;
alternately, if E

a
*=0.276 eV �the Table I Taft and Philipp

value�, then Ea=0.1832 eV. In both evaluations using Eq.
�11�, the wavelength was taken to be 355 nm, corresponding
to a photon energy of 3.493 eV. The results do not change
much for other wavelengths.

Scattering

Relaxation time

Scattering principally affects the QE through the p�E�
factor in Eq. �4� most obviously not only in the presence of
the relaxation time ��E� but also in factors buried in the
evaluation of the laser penetration depth 
���� using models
for the evaluation of the complex dielectric constant. Relax-
ation times for various mechanisms add inversely �Matthies-
sen’s rule�:41,42 In the case of metals, the dominant contribu-
tions were acoustic and electron-electron scattering,10,42 but
for polar semiconductors, polar optical scattering and ionized
impurity scattering are of greater importance43–46 and so

� 1

��E�
�

semi
�

1

�pop�E�
+

1

�ii�E�
+

1

�ac�E�
, �12�

where other scattering mechanisms typical of semiconductor
transport47 are generally much smaller, and where, for pho-
ton energies smaller than 4 eV, scattering of photoexcited
electrons by valence electrons can be ignored.21 In Eq. �12�,
E refers to the energy of the photoexcited electron as it be-
gins its journey to the surface: Consequently, ��E� is in con-
trast to the energy-averaged relaxation time ��� found in, for
example, transport simulations and calculations of semicon-
ductor mobility and dc conductivity �and which appears be-
low in the Drude model�.

The alpha-semiconductor model

Physical parameters required for the evaluation of Eq.
�12� can be scarce for semiconductors of interest for photo-
cathodes, motivating the reliance on a theoretical model in
which these parameters can be approximated. A recently de-
veloped model of a generic or alpha-semiconductor48 can
provide what is required for present needs. Briefly, drawing
analogies to the Bohr model of the hydrogen atom, the alpha-
semiconductor model posits that the upper limit on electron
velocity inside the semiconductor is limited to �fsc /2, where
�fs is the fine structure constant, and sets the band gap equal
to Eg=�fs

2 mc2 /2. The latter relation entails that the effective
mass of the electron is related to the band gap via

m

m0
=

Eg

R�

, �13�

where R� is the Rydberg energy 13.606 eV. The alpha-
semiconductor model provides a large simplification in the
calculation of a material’s optical constants, though the con-
cern here is with its relation to the calculation of scattering
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FIG. 2. Behavior of the transmission probability as a function of energy
above the barrier maximum.
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terms and the relationship for the effective mass to the band
gap. In particular, the polar optical and ionized impurity scat-
tering rates will be calculated as though they are alpha-
semiconductors. We parenthetically note that the related ma-
terials CdTe and AlSb are well characterized by the alpha-
semiconductor model and they have band gaps close to
Cs3Sb.

Acoustic phonon

Acoustic phonon scattering is calculated according to the
analogous expression found for metals10 as follows:

1

�ac
=

4mkBTD�2

��3��s
2 �2mE

�2 �1/2� T

TD
�6

W−�5,
TD

T
� , �14�

where W−�5,x� is the Bloch–Grüneisen function �approxi-
mate by x4 /4 for small x�, TD is the Debye temperature, � is
the deformation potential, �s is the sound velocity, and � is
the mass density. For small Debye temperatures, 1 /�ac is
approximately linear in temperature: The resulting form is
the quasiclassical limit of the quantum mechanical
expression44 and corresponds to the Bardeen–Shockley
result.49 We find that compared to polar optical, acoustic is
negligible, a not unexpected result.

Polar optical phonon

The expression from polar optical phonon scattering can
be obtained from Eq. �56� and Appendix C of Ref. 44. In the
usual parabolic band approximation with the assumption that
the Kane overlap wave-function factor is unity, the standard
result is

1

�pop���q,E�
�

q2�q

2��0��k
� 1

K�

−
1

K0
�n���q�

=
2�fs�qc

�k
��n���q� ,

�15�

�� = � 1

K�

−
1

K0
� ,

where Ek
E=m�k
2 /2 relates the electron velocity to its en-

ergy, and K� and K0 are the high frequency and static dielec-
tric constants �corresponding to �� and �0 in cgs units� such
that �� is generally on the order of 10−2. Equation �15� com-
pares, for example, to the ��q�E and n���q��1 limit of
the expression for polar optical scattering in conventional
treatments.41,47 In a quantum mechanical treatment using the
alpha-semiconductor model, however, 1 /�pop is the sum of
the emission and absorption rates defined by

1

�����q,E�
= 4�q���n���q� +

�1 � 1�
2

�
����u��2

��u��
d�u,u��� , �16�

where u�
u�y
�E���q� /Eg �the k subscript on E is
suppressed� and where the choice of sign designates emis-
sion or absorption of a phonon of energy ��q. The functions
��u� and ��u� are defined by

��u� =
1

	1 − ��u�2
= 1 + 2u �17�

and the Bose–Einstein distribution n is defined by

n���q� =
1

exp���q

kBT
� − 1

. �18�

The polar optical scattering rate is then given by

1

�pop
=

1

�+
+

1

�−
. �19�

The function d�u ,u�� is treated at length in Refs. 44 and 48
and its complexity frustrates a compact representation. It
may be considerably simplified in the limit that ��q�E, for
which to leading order in y

d�u,u � y� �
16u2 + 18u + 3

3�1 + 2u�4 � y ln�2�
2u2 + 2u + 1

�1 + 2u�5 .

�20�

Recall that y is the ratio between phonon energy and the
band gap: For Cs3Sb, the electron energies of interest will be
in excess of the electron affinity �0.45 eV� whereas the pho-
non energy for polar semiconductors is generally less than
0.05 eV: Under such circumstances, the y=0 limit of Eq.
�16� is of reasonable accuracy �better than 4%� for numerical
evaluations. The y=0 �leading order� approximation for
d�u ,u� is

1

�pop���q,E�
� 2�q���2n���q� + 1�

16u2 + 18u + 3

3�1 + 2u�	u�u + 1�
.

�21�

The percentage difference between �1 /�pop� and its y=0 ap-
proximation �i.e., u�→u� is shown in Fig. 4 for representa-
tive values. Clearly, for electron energies comparable to the
band gap, the departure between Eqs. �21� and �15� is notice-
able. Additionally, for u�1, Eq. �21� approaches
�16 /3��q���2n���q�+1�. For the energy range of present
interest, however, Eq. �21� is good.
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Ionized impurity

The relaxation time for impurity scattering in the alpha-
semiconductor model is given by48

1

�I�E�
=

8��2

�fsm
2c
� Ni

K0
2�� �2�u + y�

4��u + y�
dI�u,u + y�� , �22�

where Ni is the impurity concentration �number density� of
the impurities, and �as before� u=E /Eg, y=��q /Eg, and
where �analogous to Eq. �20�� for numerical work, only the
leading order term for dI�u ,u+y� need be retained, for which

1

�I�E�
�

8��2

�fsm
2c
� Ni

K0
2�� ln�2�

��u���u���1

y
�

=
4��2

�fsm
2c
� Ni

K0
2�ln�2�� Eg

2

��	E�E + Eg�
� . �23�

The coefficient is familiar from the Brooks–Herring model,50

but the energy dependence is not similar as a consequence of
the energy regime leading to Eq. �23�. As has been found in
the case of InP and GaAs,51 impurity scattering even for
relatively high concentrations �e.g., Ni=1017 # /cm3� does
not appear to contribute significantly for high photon ener-
gies and temperatures, but it is nevertheless included for
completeness and because the character of Cs3Sb is changed
when an excess of cesium is present.31 The percentage dif-
ference between �1 /�I� calculated exactly in Eq. �22� and its
approximation by Eq. �23� is shown in Fig. 5 for representa-
tive values and a typical photon energy of 3 eV. Though the
error can be up to 8% for the range chosen, we find below
that �as anticipated� the contribution of �ii is small compared
to polar optical, and therefore the impact of the error is neg-
ligible.

Reflection and penetration

The estimation of the optical constants shall be made
using a combination of experimental data and a variation on
the Drude–Lorentz model for the complex dielectric
constant.42,45 While spline-fitting actual data may seem pref-
erable, as has been done before in the case of metals,7,8,10 the
optical data are scant for Cs3Sb for higher photon energy
needed herein, and splining what is available is counter to
the needs of a theoretical model.

The dielectric constant �in MKSA units� may be written
as

� = �0�n − ik�2, �24�

where n is the index of refraction and k is the extinction
coefficient. The Drude model then relates n and k to the zero
and high frequency dielectric constants �K0 and K�� and the
plasma frequency

�p
2 =

q2�e

�0m
= 4��e

�fs�c

m
�25�

by the relations

n2 − k2 = K� −
��p��2

����2 + 1
,

�26�

2nk =
��p

2

������2 + 1�
.

These equations can be obtained by considering a model of a
bound electron treated as a harmonic oscillator in an electric
field with a dampening term given by �m /�� in which the
restoring force given by m�0

2 is weak �e.g., Eq. �403� of Ref.
42�. If the restoring force is not neglected, however, then, in
a form modified from that given by Sanderson52 �see also
Ref. 53�

n2 − k2 ⇒ K� + �K0 − K��
�T

2��T
2 − �2�

��2 − �T
2�2 + ��0�T��2 −

��p��2

1 + ����2 ,

�27�

2nk ⇒ �K0 − K��
�0��T

3

��2 − �T
2�2 + ��0�T��2 −

��p
2

��1 + ����2�
,

where �T is the transverse optical mode, �0 is a dimension-
less constant, �p is the plasma frequency, and the terms con-
taining it are from the Drude model, for which the term � is
an energy-averaged summation over the various scattering
components. On the assumption that the number of free car-
riers in the conduction band is not large, the Drude terms in
Eq. �27� are negligible as �p is negligible. For available op-
tical n and k data, the parameters �0, �T, Ks, and K� can be
determined, from which the reflectivity R and penetration
depth 
 are evaluated via

R =
�n − 1�2 + k2

�n + 1�2 + k2 , 
 =
c

2k�
=

�

4�k
. �28�

Optical constants are subject to some variation: As a
typical example, consider the variation evinced in a set of
four bialkali cathodes as studied by Harmer et al.54 As shown
in Fig. 6, the variation �average, maximum, and minimum
values� for three S20 photocathode samples reported in Table
1 of Harmer et al. shows generally consistent trends but nev-
ertheless a range of values that were attributed to variations
in the cathode material during the formation stage, thereby
leading to variations in the optical properties. In particular,
the difference between the reflection factor R calculated us-
ing the maximum or minimum values of n and k in Fig. 6 is
shown in Fig. 7. In a like manner, variation in optical data for
Cs3Sb should be anticipated �and is, in fact, observed55�.
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Thus, though the values of �0, �T, Ks, and K� shall be based
on the single parameter set �n ,k� deduced for the limited
wavelength range 400 nm���1.8 nm �shown in Fig. 6 of
Wallis in Ref. 56�, it is to be expected that variations in R
comparable to Fig. 7 should exist.

The values of �0, �T, and �K0−K�� were determined
from 2nk, and the value of K� from n2−k2, as shown in Fig.
8; the values settled upon are listed in Table II. The resulting
calculation of the reflectivity of Cs3Sb is shown in Fig. 9,
along with the reflectivity of a multialkali material as mea-
sured by Ghosh57 for comparison: The differences make
plausible the notion that using one-Lorentzian term in Eq.
�27� is likely inadequate, a conjecture reinforced by consid-
ering the related material InSb for which the optical proper-
ties are well studied.58 A one-Lorentzian model is shown to
be lacking at higher energies, as shown in Fig. 10, for InSb,
and a similar deficiency may explain the high energy depar-
tures between theory and experiment below.

SIMULATION OF THE QE OF CS3SB AND DISCUSSION

Several parameters listed in Table II are determined via
various sources and models. The Debye temperature was
taken as the larger value of the two quoted values of 59 K for

Cs and 131 K for Sb in Cs3Sb.59 This factor figures in the
acoustic phonon relaxation time and is therefore not of sig-
nificant impact. The band gap and electron affinity of Cs3Sb
are well known.14,31,60 The impurity concentration was taken
to be representative of low concentration values �not “pure”�
typical of III-V and II-VI semiconductors.44 The sound ve-
locity was inferred from the elastic constant c11 and the mass
density � by the relation �s=	c11 /�. Choosing � to be the
ratio of the mass of atoms in a unit cell �which contains four
Cs3Sb� with the unit cell volume L3 of Cs3Sb, where L
=0.9128 nm,61 that is, �=4�3MCs+MSb� /L3=4.5191 g /cm3

for MCs=132.91 g /mole and MSb=118.71 g /mole �a value
comparing favorably to the microscopic density quoted by
Imamua62� and L=0.9128 nm, and letting c11 be a “generic”
semiconductor value of 12�1012 N /m2 �as inferred from
various sources49,53� suggests �s�5153 m /s. The phonon
energy ��q is crudely related to the sound velocity in the
relation suggested by Ridley63 of ��q�4���s /L�0.05 eV,
a value comparable to �but slightly larger than� other
semiconductors.45 As Ridley noted, the deformation potential
energy is difficult to ascertain, but using his “guess” of the
mean deformation potential constant D=5�108 eV /cm and
letting l be comparable to the average of the ionic radii of Cs
and Sb gives ��Dl�7 eV. Note that sound velocity and
deformation potential appear in ratio in the acoustic phonon
scattering rate, which is a minor player in the evaluation of �.
All other parameters are determined via the alpha-
semiconductor model and other models introduced above.

The Cs3Sb data to be simulated have been extracted
from Fig. 8 of Spicer14 and shown also in Fig. 11, where QE0

is given in Eq. �6� and QEtotal=QE0+�QE refer to the
moments-based approach and correction factor. Apart from
the behavior near 4 eV �likely traceable to aforementioned
deficiencies related to the Lorentz model to obtain reflectiv-
ity and penetration depth�, the agreement is good especially
considering that all of the parameters for the theoretical
model are based on fundamental models and values extracted
from literature—in other words, no fitting or parametrization
was performed as there are no parameters to vary. An alter-
nate representation of Fig. 11 is given in Fig. 12 and based
on the empirical relation suggested by Eq. �1� for the 300 K
data and the simulation results �but note that Spicer took
Ea=0.45 eV whereas Fig. 12 uses Ea+Eg=E0=2.038 eV�.

The quality of the simpler model of QE given by Eq. �6�
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is assessed and presented in Fig. 13. Not surprisingly, at low
values of ��−Eg−Ea, the QE0 model is progressively worse
as the range of energies of the photoemitted electrons be-
comes increasingly constrained and the behavior of the trans-
mission probability near the barrier maximum becomes more
consequential. However, it is also clear that QE0 functions
quite well as a first pass estimation of the QE of a semicon-
ductor.

Finally, using the different value of Ea suggested by Taft
and Philipp, a comparison to their data is made. All param-
eters apart from electron affinity were held the same as Spic-
er’s and are given in Table II. Apart from a scale factor of
1.4, again, the agreement is satisfactory.

In the absence of adjustable parameters, such agreement
is notable, but discussion of sources of discrepancies is nev-
ertheless required.

• The reflectivity and penetration depth were based on a
simple �Lorentz� model of the optical constants, but

the behavior of the constants for photon energies in
excess of 3.1 eV �corresponding to a wavelength of
400 nm� was not available. Nevertheless, the mean
free paths calculated herein are commensurate with es-
timates and calculations elsewhere.31,64 However, the
reflectivity calculated via the analytical model tended
to be smaller than some measurements reported in lit-
erature at longer wavelengths, thereby causing the the-
oretical model to be slightly reduced in QE by com-
parison.

• Eckart27 argued that the band gap lay between 1.6 and
1.9 eV whereas the lower value suggested by Spicer
was used uniformly in simulation.

• The alpha-semiconductor parameters were instrumen-
tal in obtaining the theoretical model, but it is not clear

TABLE II. Parameters and defining or representative values used in simulation for Cs3Sb.

Parameter Symbol Unit Value

Electron rest mass m0 eV /c2 0.056 86
Band gap Eg eV 1.6
Electron affinitya Ea eV 0.303 3 �s�

0.183 2 �t�
Static dielectric constant K0 ¯ 5.0
High frequency dielectric constant K� ¯ 8.2
Impurity concentration Ni # /cm3 1017

Photon energy �� eV �4
Phonon energy ��q eV 0.05
Sound velocity �s m/s 5153
Deformation potential � eV 7
Debye temperature TD K 131
Rydberg energy R� eV 13.606
Laser intensity I0 MW /cm2 1
Applied field F /q MV/m 1
Mass density � g /cm3 4.519
Fine structure constant �fs=q2 /4��0�� ¯ 1 /137.036
Transverse optical phonon �T 1015 rad /s 4.22
Lorentz coefficient �0 ¯ 0.375
Effective mass �Eg /R��m0 eV /cm2

aThe electron affinity used to compare with the data of Spicer is labeled with �s� and that to compare with the
data of Taft and Philipp is labeled with �t�.
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how well Cs3Sb is modeled by an alpha-
semiconductor, even though a number of similar semi-
conductors satisfy the criteria well. For example, CdTe
is the best alpha-semiconductor48 and has a band gap
of 1.5 eV, close to Cs3Sb.

• A slight excess of Sb renders Cs3Sb p-type whereas
excess Cs acts as donors,16,65 and Cs3Sb can therefore
be made n-type:31 This may account for some differ-
ences reported for the experimental measurements, but
does not �as yet� have a theoretical model to account
for the impact on the band bending.

• Electron-electron scattering, known to be very impor-
tant for affecting the yield, has not been included be-
cause its threshold occurs at a photon energy greater
than 4 eV.21 Ionized impurity and acoustic phonon
scattering effects are small and negligible, respec-
tively, for present parameters, though this was not a
priori so.

CONCLUSION

A model of photoemission is given that does not rely on
the usage of adjustable parameters to obtain correspondence

with experimental data on the QE of cesium antimonide
�Cs3Sb�. The model made use of a moments-based approach
to calculate QE with the following components. First, an
analytical transmission probability for a triangular-barrier
potential was used. Second, the evaluation of the relaxation
time �scattering rates� made use of a theoretical model of an
“alpha-semiconductor” to obtain parameters. Three scatter-
ing mechanisms were considered, namely, acoustic phonon,
polar optical phonon, and impurity scattering, the last two
being defined in the context of the alpha-semiconductor
model, of which the polar optical contribution dominates.
Finally, an analytical Lorentz model was used to infer reflec-
tivity and penetration depth. All parameters were extracted
from literature without regard to their impact on the estima-
tion of QE. The agreement between the experimental data of
Spicer and Taft and Philipp remained quite good up to fac-
tors of 15% and 40%, respectively. Factors that may affect
the comparison were discussed.

As a final observation, it is noted that the evaluation of
QE requires the full multidimensional moments-based ap-
proach of Eq. �3�, which requires numerical integration over
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two dimensions. A simpler one-dimensional model obtained
by ignoring the dependence of the transmission probability
on the polar angle allows for a much easier numerical inte-
gration of an analytical function based on Eq. �6� and, to
within 10%–20% accuracy for photon energies of interest,
has proven useful for more numerically tractable estimations
of QE as would be needed by, for example, beam simulartion
codes under development.13
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